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Relations between persistence and ultimate boundedness of the solutions of the
Lotka]Volterra system
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modelling ``facultative mutualism'' with delayed responses are established and
sufficient conditions are obtained for the global attractivity of the positive equilib-
rium of the delay system. Q 1997 Academic Press
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commonly known as the delay logistic equation and several of its general-
izations have been the topic of numerous investigations for details and
w x.  .literature see the recent monograph by Gopalsamy 16 . In 1.1 , the
dependent variable N denotes the density of certain species and hence
 .only the positive solutions of 1.1 are of interest. We consider the
 .  .dynamics of two species with respective densities x t and y t governed
by the uncoupled system of logistic delay differential equations
¦dx t .
s x t r y a x t y t .  .1 11dt ¥, r ) 0, r ) 0, a ) 0, a ) 01 2 11 22dy t .
s y t r y a y t y t .  . §2 22dt
1.2 .
in the absence of interspecific interactions. We suppose further that when
these two species are allowed to cohabit a common habitat, then each
species enhances the average growth rate of the other such that the
interactive dynamics is governed by the coupled autonomous delay differ-
ential system
¦dx t .
s x t r y a x t y t q a y t y t .  .  .1 11 12dt ¥ 1.3 .
dy t .
s y t r q a x t y t y a y t y t .  .  . §2 21 22dt
 .with a ) 0, a ) 0. We assume that 1.3 is supplemented with initial12 21
conditions of the form
w xx s s f s , y s s c s , s g yt , 0 , .  .  .  .
. 1.4 .5w xf , c g C yt , 0 , R , f 0 ) 0, c 0 ) 0 .  . .q
 .The type of ecological interaction corresponding to 1.3 is known as
facultative mutualism; that is, each species can persist in the absence of
the other; however, each species enhances the average growth rate of the
other. There exists an extensive literature concerned with the dynamics of
 w x w x w x w xmutualism Goh 14 , Boucher 34 , Dean 7 , Travis and Post 27 , Wolin
w x.and Lawlor 30 and other systems under the general formalism of
 w x w x.competition and cooperation Hirsch 19, 20 , Smith 26 .
w x  . It has been shown by Goh 14 that if there is no time delay in 1.3 i.e.,
.t s 0 and if both r and r are positive, then the existence of a locally1 2
 .asymptotically stable componentwise positive steady state of 1.3 implies
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the global asymptotic stability of the positive steady state; that is, if r ) 0,i
a ) 0, i, j s 1, 2, t s 0, and a a ) a a , theni j 11 22 12 21
x t ª x*, y t ª y* as t ª `, 1.5 .  .  .
where
r a q r a1 22 2 12 ¦0 - x* s
a a y a a11 22 12 21 ¥. 1.6 .a r q a r11 2 21 1
0 - y* s §a a y a a11 22 12 21
We remark that, unlike the competitive and prey-predator systems, the
 .behavior of system 1.3 when t s 0 and a a y a a F 0 has been11 22 12 21
aptly described by May as an orgy of mutual benefaction and each species
can in this case undergo unbounded growth. Generally, time delays in
competitive and prey-predator Lotka]Volterra type systems are harmless
for the boundedness and persistence in the sense that, if the solutions of
the non-delayed systems are uniformly bounded and persistent eventually,
then the solutions of the corresponding systems with delays are also
uniformly bounded and persistent eventually see, for example, Wang and
w x w xMa 29 for delayed predator-prey systems and Kuang 22 for delayed
.competition systems . However, for delayed mutualism systems, this is not
w xtrue generally; we refer to Chen et al. 5 for some counterexamples. A
primary purpose of this article is to study the effects of delay on the
 .  .solutions of 1.3 , which include the uniform persistence, ultimate bound-
edness, and global attractivity.
The contents of the article are organized as follows; in Section 2, the
potential destabilizing nature of delay in the intraspecific negative feed-
backs is demonstrated and the harmless nature of the delay in mutualistic
interspecific interactions is indicated. In Section 3, we discuss the relations
 .between persistence and boundedness of system 1.3 and, as a corollary,
 .  .equivalences between the uniform persistence and ultimate uniform
boundedness are established. In Section 4, we derive sufficient conditions
 .for the global attractivity of the positive equilibrium of 1.3 . The conclud-
ing section includes some remarks which contain some open problems.
2. STABILITY SWITCHING
It is known that, under the condition a a ) a a , the positive steady11 22 12 21
 .state x*, y* is globally asymptotically stable in the absence of delay in
 .  .1.3 . One of the elementary questions for 1.3 with t ) 0 is whether a
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 .delay induced instability of x*, y* is possible or not; this question can be
 .resolved by a linear stability analysis of x*, y* . The linear variational
 .  .system of 1.3 corresponding to the equilibrium x*, y* is
¦dX t .
s ya x*X t y t q a y*Y t y t .  .11 12dt ¥ 2.1 .
dY t .
s ya y*Y t y t q a x*X t y t .  .§22 21dt
 .and the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of 2.1 is governed by
 .the nature of the roots of the characteristic equation associated with 2.1 ;
 .the characteristic equation of 2.1 is
ylt yltl q a x*e ya y*e11 12det s 0. 2.2 .ylt yltya x*e l q a y*e21 22
If m and m are the eigenvalues of the matrix B where1 2
ya x* a y*11 12B s , 2.3 .a x* ya y*21 22
 .then one can see that the roots of 2.2 are the roots of the equation
l y m eylt l y m eylt s 0. 2.4 . .  .1 2
 .It is found from our assumption on the coefficients a i, j s 1, 2 that thei j
eigenvalues of the matrix B are the roots of the quadratic
m2 q m a x* q a y* q x*y* a a y a a s 0 2.5 .  .  .11 22 11 22 12 21
and hence
a x* q a y*m 11 221 s y5  /m 22
21’" a x* q a y* y 4 x*y* a a y a a . 2.6 .  .  .11 22 11 22 12 212
We note that both m and m are real and negative. Thus, for t s 0, the1 2
 .roots of 2.4 are real and negative. By the continuous dependence of roots
 .  . w .of 2.4 on t , there exists a t ) 0 such that R el t - 0 for t g 0, t .0 0
 .We also note that a loss of asymptotic stability of x*, y* will arise when
 .R el t s 0; we shall examine whether there exists a t * ) 0 for which
 .R el t * s 0. Suppose that for t s t * we have l s iw with w real and
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w ) 0. Then at least one of
iw y m eyi wt * s 0 or iw y m eyi wt * s 0 2.7 .1 2
holds; for instance if
iw y m eyi wt * s 0, 2.8 .1
 .then from 2.8 we have
iw y m cos wt * y i sin wt * s 0 2.9 .  .1
which leads to
m cos wt * s 0 and w s ym sin wt * . 2.10 .  .  .1 1
 .The two equations in 2.10 govern the possible values of t and w for
 .  .which 2.4 can have pure imaginary roots; solutions of 2.10 are given by
p
wt * s 2n q 1 and w s ym , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; . 12
for n s 0 we have
p p
t * s y s . 2.11 .
2m 2 ym .1 1
It can be found directly from the equation
l y m eylt s 01
that
2dl w
R e s ) 02 / 2dt 1 q w t * .tst *
showing that a supercritical type Hopf-bifurcation takes place at t s t *
and it is known that delay induced periodic oscillations arise see Hassard
w x.et al. 18 . It follows that the linear asymptotic stability of the equilibrium
 .x*, y* is lost as the delay in response increases and when t s t *.
We note that if there are no delays in the intraspecific self-regulating




s x t r y a x t q a y t y t .  .  .1 11 12dt ¥. 2.12 .
dy t .
s y t r q a x t y t y a y t .  .  . §2 21 22dt
 .  .The linear variational system corresponding to 2.12 at x*, y* is
¦dX t .
s ya x*X t q a y*Y t y t .  .11 12dt ¥. 2.13 .
dY t .
s ya y*Y t q a x*X t y t .  .§22 21dt
 .The characteristic equation associated with 2.13 is
yltl q a x* ya y*e11 12det s 0. 2.14 .yltya x*e l q a y*21 22
 .If we let l s iw in 2.14 and separate the real and imaginary parts of the
resulting equation, then
x*y*a a cos 2wt s x*y*a a y w212 21 11 22 . 2.15 .5w xx*y*a a sin 2wt s w a x* q a y*12 21 11 22
 .Squaring and adding the respective sides of 2.15 , one can derive that
2 2 2 2 24 2w q w a x* q a y* q x*y* a a y a a s 0. .  .  .  .  .11 22 11 22 12 21
2.16 .
 .Since a a ) a a , it follows from 2.16 that there exists no real w11 22 12 21
 .  .satisfying 2.16 ; thus a delay induced bifurcation in 2.12 is not possible.
 .This indicates the harmless nature of the delay in 2.12 . In fact, the
condition a a ) a a implies that matrix A defined by11 22 12 21
a ya11 12A s ya a21 22
 w x w x.is an M-matrix Araki and Kondo 1 or De Angelis et al. 8 . Hence there
exist positive numbers b , b , c , c such that1 2 1 2
yb a q b a s yc - 0, b a y b a s yc - 0.1 11 2 21 1 1 12 2 22 2
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 . w  . x  . w  . xLet u t s log x t rx* , ¨ t s log y t ry* , and
t u s.W u , ¨ t s b u t q a x* e y 1 ds .  .  . H1 21
tyt
t ¨  s.q b ¨ t q a y* e y 1 ds . . H2 12
tyt
 .Then one can verify that W u, ¨ is a Lyapunov functional for system
 .  .  .2.12 , which turns out that x*, y* is a global attractor of system 2.12 .
In this article we do not study the delay induced Hopf-type bifurcation
 .  .in 1.3 ; we consider the question of global attractivity of x*, y* for a
 .small delay in 1.3 . Consequently, our analysis will thus guarantee the
nonexistence of periodic oscillations when the response delay is small.
3. PERSISTENCE AND BOUNDEDNESS
In this section we examine the persistence and boundedness of two
species engaged in a facultative mutualistic interaction modelled by the
 .autonomous delay differential system 1.3 . For recent literature on persis-
tence of model systems without time delays and not necessarily
Lotka]Volterra type models, we refer to the articles of Freedman and his
w xcollaborators 9]13, 23, 25 . Persistence results for Lotka]Volterra type
competition and prey-predator systems with delays can be found in Kuang
w x w x w x22 , Lu and Takeuchi 24 , and Wang and Ma 29 . A recent review of
persistence results in the dynamics of biological systems can be found in
w x  w x.Hutson and Schmitt 21 also see Kuang 22 . We note that the system
 .   .  .4  .1.3 is said to be persistent if every positive solution x t , y t of 1.3
satisfies
lim inf x t ) 0 and lim inf y t ) 0 .  .
tª` tª`
 .and the system 1.3 is said to be uniformly persistent if there exist two
  .  .4positive numbers m and m such that every positive solution x t , y t1 2
 .of 1.3 satisfies
lim inf x t G m ) 0 and lim inf y t G m ) 0. .  .1 2
tª` tª`
It is known that, even without delay, a two species Lotka]Volterra mutual-
istic system in constant environments can have unbounded solutions unlike
competitive and prey-predator systems. We first establish the following
 .  .relationship between uniform persistence and ultimate uniform bound-
 .edness of system 1.3 .
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  .  .4THEOREM 3.1. Let x t , y t denote any positi¨ e solution of system
 .1.3 .
 .1 If
lim sup y t - ` 3.1 .  .
tª`
then
0 - lim inf y t and 0 - lim inf x t F lim sup x t - `. 3.2 .  .  .  .
tª` tª` tª`
 .2 If
lim sup x t - ` .
tª`
then
0 - lim inf x t and 0 - lim inf y t F lim sup y t - `. .  .  .
tª` tª` tª`
 .3 If there exists a M ) 0 such that for all the positi¨ e solutions2
  .  .4  .x t , y t of system 1.3 ,
lim sup y t F M 3.3 .  .2
tª`
 .then there exist positi¨ e m , m , and M independent of the solutions such1 2 1
that
m F lim inf y t and m F lim inf x t F lim sup x t F M . .  .  .2 1 1
tª` tª` tª`
3.4 .
 .4 If there exists a M ) 0 such that for all the positi¨ e solutions1
  .  .4  .x t , y t of system 1.3 ,
lim sup x t F M . 1
tª`
 .then there exist positi¨ e m , m , and M independent of the solutions such1 2 2
that
m - lim inf x t and m F lim inf y t F lim sup y t F M . .  .  .1 2 2
tª` tª` tª`
 .  .  .Proof. It is sufficient to prove 1 and 3 . Suppose 3.1 holds, then we
can see that there exist M ) 0 and t ) 0 such that2 1
0 - y t F M for t G t 3.5 .  .2 1
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 .which, together with 1.3 , leads to
dx t .
F x t r q a M y a x t y t for t G t q t . 3.6 .  .  .  .1 12 2 11 1dt
 .By the positivity of the solution and 3.6 , we have
dx t . w xF r q a M x t , t G t q t .1 12 2 1dt
which implies that
x t y t G x t ey r1qa 12 M2 .t , t G t q 2t . .  . 1
 .It then follows from 3.6 that
dx t . y r qa M .t1 12 2F x t r q a M y a e x t .  .  .1 12 2 11dt
for t G t q 2t and thus implies1
r q a M1 12 2  r qa M .t1 12 2x t F e ' M for t G t 3.7 .  .1 2a11
for some t G t q t .2 1
 .On the other hand, by the positivity of the solution and 1.3 , we have
dx t dy t .  .
G x t r y a x t y t , G y t r y a y t y t . .  .  .  .1 11 2 22dt dt
3.8 .
 .  .Using 3.7 , the first equation in 3.8 implies
dx t . w xG x t r y a M for t G t q t , . 1 11 1 2dt
i.e.,
x t G x t y t e r1ya 11 M1.t .  .
 .for t G t q 2t . This, together with 3.8 , provides2
dx t . y r ya .t1 11G x t r y a e x t , t G t q 2t .  .1 11 2dt
and thus implying
r1  r ya M .t1 11 1x t G e , t G t 3.9 .  .3a11
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for some t G t q 2t . Similarly, one can show that there exists t ) 03 2 4
such that
r2  r ya M .t2 22 2y t G e for t G t . . 4a22
 .Thus 3.2 follows.
 .  .For 3 , we can see from the above derivation that if the M in 3.5 is2
an uniform upper bound of the second variable of all the positive solutions
 .  .  .of system 3.1 , then 3.7 and 3.9 also hold uniformly for all the positive
 .solutions of system 1.3 . This completes the proof.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the coefficients r , a i, j s 1, 2 of 1.3 arei i j
positi¨ e and satisfying
a a y a a ) 0. 3.10 .11 22 12 21
 .  .if system 1.3 is persistent, then all the positi¨ e solutions of 1.3 are
 .ultimately bounded abo¨e. In addition, if system 1.3 is uniformly persistent,
 .then all the positi¨ e solutions of 1.3 are ultimately uniformly bounded abo¨e.
 .Proof. Since a ) 0, i, j s 1, 2, we see from 3.10 that the matrixi j
a ya11 12A s ya a21 22
is a stable M-matrix and hence there exist positive numbers b , b , h , h1 2 1 2
such that
b a y b a F yh2 21 1 11 1 . 3.11 .5b a y b a F yh1 12 2 22 2
 .  . .Consider a continuous function W t s W x, y t defined as
b b1 2W t s W x , y t s x t y t ; t ) 0. 3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Calculating the rate of change of W along the solutions of 1.3 and using
 .3.11 ,
dW t .
s W t b r y a x t y t q a y t y t 4 .  .  .1 1 11 12dt
qb r q a x t y t y a y t y t 4 .  .2 2 21 22
F W t b r q b r y h x t y t y h y t y t . 3.13 .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
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 .We first assume that system 1.3 is persistent and hence the components
 .of positive solutions of 1.3 are bounded away from zero. Suppose there is
  .  .4a solution x t , y t which is unbounded above eventually. Then there
 4exists a sequence t satisfying t ª ` as n ª ` such thatn n
dW t .n b b1 2G 0, W t s x t y t ª ` as n ª ` 3.14 .  .  .  .n n ndt
 .which, together with 3.13 , leads to
dW t .n
0 F F W t b r q b r y h x t y t y h y t y t . .  .  .n 1 1 2 2 1 n 2 ndt
3.15 .
 .It follows from 3.15 that
h x t y t q h y t y t F b r q b r 3.16 .  .  .1 n 2 n 1 1 2 2
which implies by the nonnegativity of h , h , x, y that the sequence1 2
  .4  .W t y t n s 1, 2, . . . remains bounded as n ª `; that is, there existsn
a constant C ) 0 such that
W t y t F C , n s 1, 2, . . . . .n
 .We then have from 3.13 that
W t F W t y t .  .n n
tn
= exp b r q b r y h x s y t y h y s y t ds 4 .  .H 1 1 2 2 1 2
t ytn
F W t y t exp b r q b r t .  .n 1 1 2 2
F C exp b r q b r t - ` .1 1 2 2
 .   .  .4and this contradicts 3.14 ; hence the solution x t , y t is eventually
bounded above.
 .Now we assume that system 1.3 is uniformly persistent, that is there
exist two positive numbers m and m such that for every positive solution1 2
  .  .4  .x t , y t of 1.3 , there exists a t G 0 such that1
x t G m , y t G m for t G t . .  .1 2 1
 .  .For this solution and the function W t defined by 3.12 , we claim that
there exists a t G t such that2 1
b b1 2R R
RtW t F W ' e for t G t 3.17 .  .0 2 /  /h h1 2
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 .with R s r b q r b ) 0. In fact, if 3.17 does not hold, then there are1 1 2 2
 .  .two possibilities: either W t ) W for all large t or W t is oscillatory0
 4about W in the sense that there exists a sequence s such that s )0 n nq1
s q t , s ª ` as n ª ` andn n
dW t .
W s G W , G 0 for n s 1, 2, . . . . 3.18 .  .n 0
tssdt n
 .  .Suppose W is oscillatory about W . Then we have from 3.13 and 3.180
that
dW s .n
0 F F W s R y h x s y t y h y s y t .  .  .n 1 n 2 ndt
which implies
x s y t - Rrh , y s y t - Rrh .  .n 1 n 2
 .  . b1 . b2  .and hence W s y t - Rrh Rrh . Integrating 3.13 overn 1 2
w xs y t , s , we deriven n
W s F W s y t exp Rt - W .  .  .n n 0
 .  .and this contradicts 3.18 . Thus W t is not oscillatory about W . The0
 .other alternative is that W t ) W for t G t and this implies that, for0 2
 .  . r1t  .  . r2teach t G t , either x t ) Rrh e or y t ) Rrh e and hence, for2 1 2
all t G t ,2
 r1t r2t 4h x t q h y t ) RE with E s min e , e . 3.19 .  .  .1 2
 .  .Obviously, E ) 1. It then follows from 3.13 and 3.19 that
dW t . w x- W t R y RE s yLW t for t G t q t .  . 2dt
 .with L s E y 1 ) 0. Thus W t ª 0 as t ª `, which contradicts the
 .uniform persistence and thus 3.17 is true. The ultimate uniform bound-
 .  .edness follows immediately from 3.17 , 3.12 , and the uniform persistence
 .of 1.3 . This completes the proof.
Based on the above Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we can obtain the following
 .  .equivalences between uniform persistence and ultimate uniform bound-
 .edness of the solutions of system 1.3 .
 .  .COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose the positi¨ e coefficients of 1.3 satisfy 3.10 .
 .  .  .Then system 1.3 is uniformly persistent if and only if 1.3 is ultimate
 .uniformly bounded abo¨e.
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4. GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY
In Section 2, we have shown that it is possible that if t is not small, then
 .there can be a nonstationary periodic mode of persistence due to the
 .possibility of a delay induced Hopf-type bifurcation to periodicity in 1.3 .
 .The other possibility is that all positive solutions of system 1.3 converge
as t ª ` to the positive equilibrium. We have seen that when t s 0, the
 .  .positive steady state x*, y* of 1.3 is globally asymptotically stable. It is
 .natural to expect that this global attractivity of x*, y* continues to hold
for at least small values of delay t . We examine this aspect in this section
 .and obtain sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of x*, y* when
 .t / 0. We will show that if system 1.3 is uniformly persistent and the
time delay t is small in comparison with the negative self-regulating
feedback terms characterised by a and a , then the positive equilibrium11 22
 .x*, y* is globally attractive in the sense that all other positive solutions of
 .  .1.3 approach x*, y* as t ª `. One of the implications of this result is
that no periodic solutions of the autonomous system can exist when the
delay is small enough.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose r ) 0, r ) 0, a a y a a ) 0, and the1 2 11 22 12 21
 .positi¨ e solutions of system 1.3 are uniformly ultimately bounded abo¨e by
 .  .M , M . Assume that the delay t in 1.3 is small enough so that1 2
a M t - 1, a M t - 1 4.1 .11 1 22 2
 .and the matrix C s c is an M-matrix withi j 2=2
w x ¦c s a 1 y a M t11 11 11 1
w xc s ya 1 q a M t12 12 11 1 ¥. 4.2 .w xc s ya 1 q a M t21 21 22 2 §w xc s a 1 y a M t22 22 22 2
 .  .Then the positi¨ e equilibrium x*, y* of system 1.3 is globally attracti¨ e;
  .  .4  .that is, e¨ery positi¨ e solution x t , y t of 1.3 satisfies
lim x t y x* s 0, lim y t y y* s 0. .  .
tª` tª`
  .  .4  .Proof. Let x t , y t be any positive solution of 1.3 . Define u, ¨ , u*,
¨* as
w xu t s log x t , u* s log x* , .  .
w x¨ t s log y t , ¨* s log y* . .  .
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  .  .4Then u t , ¨ t satisfies
d
¨  tyt . ¨* u tyt . u*w x w xu t y u* s a e y e y a e y e ; 4.3 .  .12 11dt
d
u tyt . u* ¨  tyt . ¨*w x w x¨ t y ¨* s a e y e y a e y e . 4.4 .  .21 22dt
Denote
w t s u t y u*, w t s ¨ t y ¨*. 4.5 .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .Then it follows from 4.3 and 4.4 that
dw t .1 w  tyt . w  tyt .1 2w x w xs ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 1 ; 4.6 .11 12dt
dw t .2 w  tyt . w  tyt .1 2w x w xs a x* e y 1 y a y* e y 1 . 4.7 .21 22dt
 .For t ) t , 4.6 can be written as
dw t .1 w  t . w  tyt .1 2w x w xs ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 111 12dt
w w1 t . w1 tyt . xq a x* e y e11
w w1 t . x w w 2 tyt . xs ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 111 12
dw s .t 1w  s.1q a x* e dsH11 dstyt
w w1 t . x w w 2 tyt . xs ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 111 12
t w  s. w  syt .1 1w xq a x* e ya x* e y 1H11 11
tyt
w  syt .2w xqa y* e y 1 ds. 4.8 .12
 .   .  ..Define w t s w t , w t and1 2
V w t s w t . 4.9 .  .  . .11 1
 .  .Then, along the solution of 4.6 ] 4.7 and for t ) t , the upper right
  ..derivative of V w t is given by11
qD
w  t . w  tyt .1 2V w t F ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 1 . .11 11 12Dt
t w  s. w  syt .1 1q a x* a x* e e y 1 dsH11 11 tyt
t w  s. w  syt .1 2qa y* e e y 1 ds . 4.10 .H12 /tyt
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Similarly, define
V w t s w t . 4.11 .  .  . .21 2
 .  .then we can derive from 4.11 and 4.7 that, for t ) t ,
qD
w  t . w  tyt .2 1V w t F ya y* e y 1 q a x* e y 1 . .21 22 21Dt
t w  s. w  syt .2 1q a y* a x* e e y 1 dsH22 21 tyt
t w  s. w  syt .2 2qa y* e e y 1 ds . 4.12 .H22 /tyt
 .On the other hand, since the positive solutions of system 1.3 are
 .uniformly ultimately bounded above by M , M , from the assumptions1 2
and the properties of M-matrix, we know that there exist small e ) 0 and
large t ) t such that1
a M q e t - 1, a M q e t - 1, .  .11 1 22 2
0 - x t F M q e , 0 - y t F M q e , t G t .  .1 2 1
 .   ..  .  .and C e s c e is an M-matrix, where c e are defined in 4.2i j 2=2 i j
 .with replacing M by M q e i, j s 1, 2 , correspondingly. It then followsi i
from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that there exist m ) 0, m ) 0, and t G t1 2 2 1
such that
0 - m y e F x t F M q e , 0 - m y e F y t F M q e for t G t .  .1 1 2 2 2
4.13 .
and hence
0 - m y e F x*ew1 t . F M q e , 0 - m y e F y*ew 2 t . F M q e1 1 2 2
4.14 .
for t G t .2
 .  .  .  .Using 4.13 and 4.14 , we obtain from 4.10 and 4.12 that, for
t G t G t q t ,3 2
qD
w  t . w  tyt .1 2V w t F ya x* e y 1 q a y* e y 1 . .11 11 12Dt
t w  syt .1q a M q e a x* e y 1 ds . H11 1 11 tyt




w  t . w  tyt .2 1V w t F ya y* e y 1 q a x* e y 1 . .21 22 21Dt
t w  syt .1q a M q e a x* e y 1 ds . H22 2 21 tyt
t w  syt .2qa y* e y 1 ds . 4.16 .H22 /tyt
Now we define two Lyapunov functionals as
V w t s V q V w t , V w t s V q V w t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 11 12 2 21 22
4.17 .
  ..   ..  .  .with V w t and V w t defined by 4.9 and 4.11 and11 21
t w  s.2V w t s a y* e y 1 ds . . H12 12
tyt
t t2 w  tyt .1q a M q e x* e y 1 dr ds . H H11 1  tyt s
t w  s.1qt e y 1 dsH /tyt
t t w  tyt .2q a a M q e y* e y 1 dr ds . H H11 12 1  tyt s
t w  s.2qt e y 1 ds ; 4.18 .H /tyt
t w  s.1V t s a x* e y 1 ds . H22 21
tyt
t t w  ryt .1q a a M q e x* e y 1 dr ds . H H21 22 2  tyt s
t w  s.1qt e y 1 dsH /tyt
t t2 w  ryt .2q a M q e y* e y 1 dr ds . H H22 2  tyt s
t w  s.2qt e y 1 ds . 4.19 .H /tyt
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 .  .Then if follows from 4.15 ] 4.19 that, for t G t ,3
qD
w  t .1V w t F a y1 q a M q e t x* e y 1 .  . .1 11 11 1Dt
w  t .2q a 1 q a M q e t y* e y 1 .12 11 1
w  t . w  t .1 2s yc e x* e y 1 y c e y* e y 1 ; 4.20 .  .  .11 12
qD
w  t .1V w t F a 1 q a M q e t x* e y 1 .  . .2 21 22 2Dt
w  t .2q a y1 q a M q e t y* e y 1 .22 22 2
w  t . w  t .1 2s yc e x* e y 1 y c e y* e y 1 . 4.21 .  .  .21 22
 .   ..Since the matric C e s c e is an M-matrix, there exist a ) 0i j 2=2 i
 .i s 1, 2 such that
a c e q a c e ' c ) 0, a c e q a c e ' c ) 0. .  .  .  .1 11 2 21 1 1 21 2 22 2
4.22 .
Next, we define
V w t s a V w t q a V w t . 4.23 .  .  .  . .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .Then it follows from 4.20 ] 4.23 that V G 0 and, for t G t ,3
qD
w  t . w  t .1 2V t F y c x* e y 1 q c y* e y 1 . 4.24 .  .1 2Dt
 .A consequence of 4.24 is that
t w  s. w  s.1 2V t q c x* e y 1 q c y* e y 1 ds F V t - q` .  .H 1 2 2
t3
for t ) t3
and this implies
w  t . w  t .1 2c x* e y 1 q c y* e y 1 g L t , ` ; .1 2 1 3
that is,
c x t y x* q c y t y y* g L t , ` . .  .  .1 2 1 3
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 .From the boundedness of the solutions of 1.3 , we know that both
 .  . w .x t y x* and y t y y* and their derivatives remain bounded on t , ` .3
 .  .As a consequence, x t y x* and y t y y* are uniformly continuous. By
w x w x.Barbalat's Lemma 2 or 16 , it will follow that
lim c x t y x* q c y t y y* s 0 .  . .1 2
tª`
 .  .which implies the global attractivity of x*, y* of 1.3 . This completes the
proof.
Note that if t s 0, then the conditions of Theorem 4.1 coincide with
 .3.10 . Therefore, from Theorems 4.1 and 3.2, we can obtain the following
corollary.
 .COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that system 1.3 is uniformly persistent. If
 .condition 3.10 holds, then for sufficiently small t , the positi¨ e equilibrium
 .  .x*, y* of 1.3 is a global attractor.
5. REMARKS
In this paper, the persistence, boundedness, and attractivity of the
positive solutions of a Lotka]Volterra cooperative system with single delay
are discussed. We have shown that, if the non-delay system has a positive
global attractor and the corresponding delayed system is uniformly persis-
tent, then the delayed system also has the same global attractor provided
the delay is small enough. Although similar results can be found for both
competition and prey-predator systems with various delays, the results
obtained in this paper for delay mutualism models are new. We remark
that it is more realistic to assume that all the interaction terms have
different delays. In this case, the same techniques on the construction of
Lyapunov functionals in Section 4 can be used to study the global attractiv-
ity of mutualistic models with different delays; however, the technique
 .used for Theorem 3.2 works only for system 1.3 with a single delay.
Therefore, whether or not the results obtained in Section 2 are true for
mutualism systems with different delays is unclear. Also, even for the
system with same delay, to find the conditions on the uniform persistence
is still a difficult problem. Furthermore, it is noticed that obtaining a priori
knowledge or estimate of region of uniform persistence contributes to a
better understanding of the asymptotic behaviour of population systems,
especially when decisions are to be made regarding the exploitation of
species and institution of management and conservation policies.
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